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Services
Anywhere
By design

Infrastructure anywhere + applications
anywhere + information anywhere =
services anywhere
Where are the next opportunities for revenue growth and
competitive advantage? How will you capitalize on them?
Enterprises, service providers, governments, and independent
software vendors all must answer these questions. The best way
to get ahead is to speed innovation, enhance agility, and improve
financial management. Businesses and governments are looking
to the IT organization to help accelerate the achievement of these
goals.
Every seven to 10 years, technology development and delivery
undergo a tectonic shift that opens up new business and
access models. These shifts fundamentally change the way that
technology is consumed and the value that it can bring. Today,
mobility, big data, and the advent of cloud computing represent
such shifts. They offer great value, but they can also drive
complexity to a point that negates their value.
What does this mean for IT? Opportunities—but at the same time,
risks. Agility—but at the same time, complexity. When technology
is sourced from multiple places, it puts additional burdens on
security, management, and automation. Therefore, the way
that you build infrastructure, develop applications, and deliver
information has to change.

Infrastructure:
• From building solely on-premise environments to building and
brokering a mix of on-premise and off-premise infrastructure
• From managing traditional data center environments to
managing virtual data centers
• From limited choice to a spectrum of deployment options
including traditional IT, private cloud, managed cloud, and
public cloud

Applications:
• From the desktop to mobile devices
• From on-premise development and test environments to public
clouds
• From on-premise deployments to a hybrid mix of traditional and
cloud environments
• From static placements to an application that will travel across
multiple deployment offerings during its lifecycle

Information:
• From rows and columns of data to petabytes of less predictable,
transformative information representing real human life within
and beyond the enterprise
• From data that is captured by humans to data that is created
machine to machine
• From data that creates insight to data that creates foresight
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The promise of cloud services
Early adopters of cloud services have found these solutions
provide increased time to value and often deliver cost benefits.
Today, your organization may already see cloud services as a
key component of its ability to gain access to the right IT services,
from the right places, at the right time, at the right cost. In other
words, you need to create a hybrid delivery environment. HP
believes that enterprise value is designed, built, and delivered in
the form of technology-enabled services. No “one” model can
be optimized to meet all needs. This is caused by the fact that
many of the services used by an enterprise have unique sets of
requirements (e.g., availability, cost, time, regulatory, security).
Therefore, they make a hybrid delivery environment mandatory.
You need an IT environment that leverages the best of traditional
IT, private cloud, managed cloud, and public cloud. In this
environment, the IT mix and individual service deployment models
can change as business requirements change. The benefits you
receive from these investments can speed innovation, enhance
agility, and improve financial management. But a hybrid delivery
environment needs to be implemented in the right way. Many
of today’s approaches will not deliver the speed, agility, and
improved financial management as expected. Many will deliver
disparate architectures, different management and security
frameworks, and inconsistent developer tools across each of the
respective deployment models.
The right hybrid delivery strategy is open, standards based, built
on a common architecture, with unified management and security,
and enables service portability across deployment models.
To enable portability, the service model—which includes
infrastructure, applications, and information—must be separate
from the deployment model. This allows the service to travel across
traditional, private, managed, and public cloud infrastructures
based on policies and changing enterprise requirements.
Throughout these moves, you should be able to maintain the same
management and security that drive enterprise-grade service-level
agreements (SLAs).
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Today a business service is a self-contained, full-model unit
including information, application, and infrastructure. It’s a model
with which IT is very familiar. As enterprises embrace cloud, they
find that the service model that supports the organization is tightly
coupled to the deployment model for that service. This connection
means that each service will require four separate deployment
models: one for traditional, and one each for private clouds,
managed clouds, and public clouds.

Provide consistency

This method is problematic on a number of fronts. It is cumbersome
for the developer and limiting from a deployment option standpoint.
It does not allow a single service, based on business policies and
SLAs, to travel between deployment models. Instead, because four
separate deployment models must be maintained, the environment
becomes much more complex and resistant to change.

HP Converged Cloud is built on HP’s proven Converged
Infrastructure, which is an integration of infrastructure and facilities
into shared pools of interoperable resources. This infrastructure is
wrapped in HP Converged Management and Security to certify
the integrity of the environment, which consists of HP’s proven IT
Performance Suite and HP Enterprise Security solutions including
assets from ArcSight, Fortify, TippingPoint, and HP Enterprise
Services.

The future model we need to embrace is one where the service is
loosely coupled with the deployment model. This means that the
deployment model is only bound to the service at execution time,
with no modification to the required service. In the future state, you
will have a single service that can travel across traditional, private,
managed, and public cloud environments based on the need at
that moment.

How will HP help you solve these
challenges?
In order to deliver on this promise of the cloud and support hybrid
delivery, you need to be able to source and assemble everything
at will. You must be able to harness and exploit information in
all forms from inside and outside the enterprise. Application
development and operational infrastructure must be visible,
accessible, and manageable in a consistent manner. IT elements
must be capable of quick assembly and disassembly as needed to
create business outcomes. And standardization must be in place to
allow portability of services across deployment models.

Announcing HP Converged Cloud
HP Converged Cloud combines private, managed, and public
cloud environments with traditional IT infrastructure to deliver an
experience built around a focused set of principles:

Provide unparalleled choice
• Open
standards-based across all delivery models
• Heterogeneous
multiple hypervisors, development and deployment
environments, infrastructure
• Extensible
partner ecosystem

Provide confidence in the solution
• Policy-based, model-driven service delivery
• Management and security that spans information, applications,
and infrastructure

• Common architecture
across all delivery models
• Portability
for flexibility and optimization
• Consumption experience
one simple model across all delivery models

HP Converged Cloud will embrace an open systems approach by
leveraging the OpenStack Project as a foundational component for
a common cloud resource, management, and security abstraction
layer. HP will extend the standard set of OpenStack services
to include enterprise-level capabilities for application lifecycle
management, continuous deployment, management, and security.
This will support easier migration, cloud bursting, better security
audits, and the large ecosystem of compatible tools and services
that work across cloud providers that support OpenStack.
• Comprehensive and Extensible Cloud Fabric is an open modelbased approach spanning infrastructure, applications, and
information for hybrid delivery environments.
• At its foundation, it has an HP Converged Infrastructure, which
is an integration of infrastructure and facilities into shared pools
of interoperable resources.
• HP Converged Cloud uses HP OpenStack distribution to provide
standards-based connectivity. As part of HP Converged Cloud,
HP will extend it to include enterprise-grade management and
security.
• At that core will be HP Converged Infrastructure as a Service
Controller. It will provide a common abstraction layer for
physical, virtual, and cloud infrastructure for both HP and
third-party offerings.
• It will be wrapped with HP Converged Management and
Security, which will provide a closed-loop development and
operational environment with service automation, monitoring,
security, and orchestration for infrastructure, application, and
information.
• It will contain an HP Converged Information layer that will
manage data and metadata from many different archive targets
ensuring that you can access information from inside and
outside of your enterprise.
• It will be presented through a Common Portal and Marketplace,
which will provide a common experience and an aggregation
point that will include service billing and accounting tools.
Together these common elements provide the necessary
foundation to build a converged cloud experience that can deliver
the benefits of cloud without the complexity or vendor lock-in that
comes with other models.
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Why HP? Innovation and experience,
brought together for you
HP has deep experience in helping enterprises, service providers,
and governments build, run and manage clouds. Our Converged
Infrastructure (Servers, Storage, Networking) and Converged
Management and Security—combined with our PCs and thin
clients—have helped thousands of organizations build private and
public clouds that excel in performance, management, security,
governance, and scalability. For example:
• HP powers approximately 600 customer private/public clouds
with HP CloudSystem, a complete, open and integrated platform
for building private, managed and public clouds.
• From a public cloud view, HP powers eight out of 10 of the
world’s most trafficked websites, four out of five of the world’s
largest search engines, and the three most popular social media
properties in the United States.
• HP provides managed cloud services to approximately 200
Managed Cloud customers.
• Converged Management solutions from HP are used by leading
companies to more efficiently build, secure, provision, monitor,
access, and manage across heterogeneous physical and virtual
environments.
• Of the Financial Times top companies, we have served
100 percent of the largest utilities companies; 86 percent
of the life insurance companies; 90 percent of the top
aerospace and defense companies; 81 percent of the largest
telecommunications companies; 83 percent of the top financial
services companies—more than 80 percent of the Fortune 500.
• Currently thousands of registered customers are using HP Cloud
Services, HP’s first public cloud offering.

By the end of this decade, 20 percent to 50 percent
of services will be provided outside of the traditional
methods used by business and governments. If not done
correctly, this could yield cloud silos that will cause
complexity, risk and vendor lock-in.

Why HP Converged cloud is right for you
At HP, we combine traditional environments with a full spectrum
of cloud models and SLA options across private, managed, and
public cloud offerings. This gives you choice. Pick the best solution
across infrastructure, applications, and information. We embrace
open and heterogeneous environments supporting multiple
hypervisors, multiple operating systems, both physical and virtual,
with a partner ecosystem that provides additional services to meet
your needs. By creating a single architecture for flexibility and
portability across models, we allow infrastructure, applications,
and information to travel between deployment models, providing
the greatest amount of flexibility for your business.
What We’ve Delivered…
Build, manage, secure
Integrated Solutions
CloudSystem Matrix
CloudSystem Enterprise
CloudSystem Service Provider
CloudSystem Out-of-the-Box Bursting
CloudSystem & Alcatel Lucent Integration
CloudStart (Private Cloud in 30 Days)
Content
CloudMaps (Pre-Defined Service Designs)
IT Performance Suite
Service Automation(App Lifecycle Mgt.)
ArcSight Security(Security Event Info Mgt.)
Fortify Application Testing
TippingPoint (Intrusion Prevention)
Service Virtualization 2.0
Converged Infrastructure
ProLiant Generation 8
3PAR Storage (Multi-tenant, Autonomic)
Peer Motion (Storage Federation)
Networking – FlexNetwork Architecture
HP Virtual Application Networks
Software-defined Networking with OpenFlow

Managed cloud
Enterprise Cloud Services
Utility
Compute (virtual private cloud)
Private Cloud
Continuity
Messaging
Collaboration
Unified Communications
Vulnerability Scanning and
Intelligence
Endpoint Threat Management
Microsoft Dynamics CRM
SAP Development and Sandbox

*Private Beta

Partnering with HP
We believe that HP is well positioned to help you embark on your
own cloud journey. When you choose HP as your cloud partner,
you put the power of the world’s largest technology company to
work for you. Start or continue your journey to the cloud today.
Together we can move you from the traditional world to the cloud
and help you blend the models that best suit your business needs.

For more information
To read more about HP Converged Cloud, go to
hp.com/go/cloud
To learn more about HP public cloud services, visit
hpcloud.com
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IaaSServices
Cloud Services Compute*
Cloud Services Object Store*
Cloud Block Storage*
Cloud Relational Database
(RDB) for MySQL*
Cloud Content Delivery
Network (CDN) powered by Akamai*

IT Performance Suite Services
Business Availability Center
Executive Scorecard
Performance Center
ServiceDesk
Project and Portfolio
Asset Manager
Management
Fortify on Demand
Quality Center
Service Manager
SiteSeer
Service Virtualization 2.0

Get connected
hp.com/go/getconnected

Public cloud
Autonomy Protect and
Promote Services
Archiving
eDiscovery
Electronic Communications,
Monitoring and Supervision
Control Point
WorkSite
Connected
Policy Authority
Revenue Optimization
Campaign Optimization
MediaBin
Explore
NewSocial 24x7

